HARVARD BEATS WILDCATS 40-0 AT CAMBRIDGE

Hardy, Wells, Crickard

New Hampshire Complete Nine Forward Passes Out of Twenty-two T原文缺失，无法提供完整内容。
“Rode” Ray’s hitting and passing was a feature of the game, and he had his bases loaded with runners before he saw his father-in-law and billfold. As was expected Harvard handed the ball to the mighty northwester on the first play of the contest.

No one was more surprised about the contest than the leading man, who was seventh. Last week he was on the New Hampshire field in a decade. His triumph was due to his leadership and the support of his teammates.
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Christian Work

Christian Work organizations at NHU are looking for help to support the ongoing work of the church. The opportunities include:
- Volunteering at local soup kitchens
- Participating in community clean-up projects
- Tutoring students who are struggling academically
- Assisting in                     

Alumni Notes

(Continued from Page 2)

misled overnight guests at their home on the ledges near the Dartmouth Heights. The owner was surprised when the Cook and Shoppe began to fume and breathe heavy smoke. The official note states no evidence of improper use could be found. The cause of the fire is unknown.

Education Note

A meeting of the Ski Club at the chapter house was well attended. The guest speaker was a member of the Dartmouth Ski Patrol.

East of the Water Tower

(Continued from Page 2)

The black eye which yours truly received during last year's party is still with me, and I fear it will be a permanent fixture.

The police force of Dartmouth deserves praise for their efforts in keeping order and preventing violence in the College. They have been particularly effective in dealing with the problem of parking on campus.

There is now more gentleness and forbearance shown by officers, which is a great improvement over the past.

The University Dining Hall

One of the services the University dining hall performs is catering. Whether it be for a special occasion or a regular event, the dining hall is always ready to cater to the needs of the patrons. The menu offerings range from sandwiches to full-course meals and can be customized to suit the needs of the guests.
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